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Abstract
We describe a Qualitative Spatial Reasoning based on rectangles and show its application system.
Qualitative Spatial Reasoning (QSR) is a method that treats images or ¯gures qualitatively, by
extracting the information necessary for a user's purpose. There is no restriction of target ¯gures
in most QSR systems, while the restricted information is extracted to realize simple expression
and reduce computational complexity. However, in fact, it is hard to perform high-level reasoning
since the information that can be treated is little and few application systems have been provided.
We propose a new framework for QSR that can treat much information and provide a practical
application. In our framework, the target ¯gure is restricted to the rectangles in the quasi-three-
dimensional space, that is, two-dimensional plane with foreground/background. In our framework,
a target ¯gure is represented symbolically using two simple objects of regions and lines and their
relationships. We describe the transformation from a ¯gure to the symbolic representation and
reasoning mechanism which derives the visibility of a region or overlapping of regions from the
symbolic representation with the constraint on display.
We apply this framework to the system that automatic placement of windows in multi-window
systems. It derives the placement in which some parts of regions that should be shown to users
are visible and others that should be hidden are invisible. Reasoning in QSR is implemented in
Prolog, and generation of QSR expression from the information of windows and displaying the
windows according to the result of reasoning are implemented in Java.
